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Combination House

 Shadehouse/ Shadehouse/

Standard Split Roof 

Hot house Hot house

1800mm (6') WIDE; 2210mm HIGH Area divisions mm $ $

1800 x 3580       (6 x 12') 1800 & 1800 2630 3164

1800 x 4470       (6 x 15') 1800 & 2670 3197 3848

2400mm (8') WIDE; 2300mm HIGH  

2400 x 3580       (8 x 12') 1800 & 1800 3092 3680

2400 x 4470       (8 x 15') 1800 & 2670 3511 4212

2400 x 5360       (8 x 18') 2670 & 2670 3896 4687

2400 x 6250      (8 x 21') 2670 & 3580 4355 5249

2400 x 7140       (8 x 24') 3580 & 3580 4852 5853

3000mm (10') WIDE; 2400mm HIGH 
0 0

3000 x 3580      (10 x 12') 1800 & 1800 3636 4330

3000 x 4470      (10 x 15') 1800 & 2670 4125 4925

3000 x 5360      (10 x 18') 2670 & 2670 4575 5470

3000 x 6250      (10 x 21') 2670 & 3580 5031 6034

3000 x 7140      (10 x 24') 3580 & 3580 5493 6598

3600mm (12') WIDE; 2500mm HIGH  4400 0

3600 x 3580      (12 x 12') 1800 & 1800 4400 5213

3600 x 4470      (12 x 15') 1800 & 2670 4990 5926

3600 x 5360      (12 x 18') 2670 & 2670 5537 6587

3600 x 6250      (12 x 21') 2670 & 3580 6083 7250

3600 x 7140      (12 x 24') 3580 & 3580 6648 7934

Sizes listed are the outside dimensions.

Door sizes: 1800W=2020 x 700. 2400W=2100 x 700.  3000W=2155 x 850.  3600W=2290 x 890

Options:

HANGING BAR:             3' 900mm 35

                                           6' 1800mm 52

                                           9' 2690mm 69

                                         12' 3500mm 84

                                         15' 4470mm 102

Hanging bar consists of a steel support bar along the roof area  to hang  baskets 

Additional door at end of house 230

Wall Vent in shadecloth 89

Door flap in shadecloth 113

  Combination styles 

Combination House 
 

Provides the best of both worlds, a 

shadehouse and a hot house in one. 

 

Perfect for growing vegetables, 

herbs, hydroponic plants, flowering 

plants, propagating seeds & cuttings, 

indoor plants and more  Warm 

temperatures build up in the  hot 

house section allowing plants to keep 

growing even in the winter months.  

The shade house section allows for 

hardening off plants, shading plants, 

resting indoor plants, ideal for shade 

loving orchids, flowers and herbs. 

The Combination House comprises 2 

separate rooms with a wall & door 

dividing both sections . The shade 

house section is  at the front section 

and the hot  house section at the 

back. The dividing wall covering 

material is in 'solashield'  hot house 

material. 

 

Style options:  

The hot house section can be either 

the Split Roof  (opening roof ) or 

Standard house option (no opening 

roof).  The  area is covered using 

'solashield'  material. 

The Split roof  option allows for 

superior airflow - which is imperative 

for healthy plant growth.  The unique 

design allows the entire length of the 

roof to open and via air convection, 

cooler air enters through the lower 

vents and pushes hot air out the roof 

vent. The bird screen provided 

prevents birds, pests etc entering the 

roof opening.The opening roof 

section hinges on the left side  and 

opens to the right side of the house. 

 

The shade house section is covered 

using shadecloth. The shadecloth 

material may be green, white or 

beige.  

 

FEATURES include: 

* Strong, galvanised 'Orrcon' steel 

frame in kit form  

*Sewn reinforced fitted cover 

*Full size steel hinged door 

*Lockable steel door handle 

*Frameshield tape (hot housesonly) 

*Two wall vents (for hot house only, 

1 door vent, 1 wall vent) 

*Bird Screen (Split roof house only) 

*Pegs for ground fixing 

*Screws, rubber and steel washers 

*Set of DIY instructions  

Adloheat  

2/7 Bormar Drive,  

Pakenham 3810  


